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Introduction

In the People’s Republic of China (PRC), pre-trial detention centres (kanshousuo)1 detain 
criminal suspects prior to their trial, offenders whose remaining sentence is three months or 
less and criminal offenders sentenced to death and awaiting execution (Regulations of the 
Criminal Detention Centres of the People’s Republic of China, Article 2).2 They are estab-
lished at the county level or above, administered by the Bureau for the Management of Prison 
and Criminal Detention Centres of the Ministry of Public Security (MPS)3 and supervised by 
the people’s procuratorate at various administrative levels. While the MPS provides overall 
coordination,4 local police forces and detention police departments operate local detention 
centres all across the country. Provincial governments finance local police forces and there-
fore also determine the budget and human resources of these institutions. In addition to the 
Criminal Procedure Law (CPL) 2012, the kanshousuo are regulated by the State Council 
Regulations of the Criminal Detention Centres (Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Kanshousuo 
Tiaoli) 1990 (hereafter Regulations 1990) and by a number of specific rules, regulations and 
measures concerning different areas of work.

While the total number of pre-trial detention centres is not publicly available, Chinese 
scholars estimate that today there are about 2,700 such institutions across the country and 
approximately one million pre-trial detainees. The majority of people who undergo criminal 
proceedings in China – nearly 90 per cent, according to Chinese scholars’ estimates (Chen 
Weidong 2005, 2) – are subject to a period of detention within kanshousuo. As we observe 
in this chapter, the extensive use of pre-trial detention is due to the following conditions: 
the way in which criminal proceedings are structured; the strong link between authorities 
responsible for detention and investigation; and the flaws in the system of pre-trial meas-
ures alternative to detention –‘taking a guarantee and awaiting trial’ (qubao houshen)5 and 
residential surveillance (jianshi juzhu) (see Chapter 5 in this volume).6 This chapter outlines 
these problems and assesses some of the challenges to the process of legislative reform.

Notwithstanding the central role of kanshousuo in the overall functioning of the criminal 
justice system in contemporary China, for decades these institutions have been neglected by 
both public and academic debates on reform (Nesossi 2008; Cheng 2014). Their internal prac-
tices and legislation have been surrounded by secrecy and their institutional setting considered 
politically sensitive because it is strictly intertwined with key functions and objectives of the 
MPS. Indeed, while their primary role is that of detaining criminal suspects and defendants 
prior to and during the trial, their functions have also been strongly linked to practices of 
criminal investigation and associated with wider social and political objectives of fighting 
crime and maintaining social stability (weihu shehui wending) (Nesossi 2014; Cheng 2014).
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96 Lei Cheng and Elisa Nesossi

The year 2009 represented a turning point in the official and public approach towards 
pre-trial detention. The ‘hide and seek’ (duo mao mao) accident in Yunnan Province, where 
a detainee died in detention having been beaten by his fellow cellmates, together with numer-
ous other reports about cases of unnatural death (fei zhengchang siwang) in several detention 
centres around the country, brought the spotlight to bear on various problems concerning the 
administration of pre-trial detention centres. As discussed in Chapter 7 in this volume, for 
the first time since the establishment of the PRC, the abuses, poor living conditions and the 
lack of respect of detainees’ rights came under close scrutiny and generated both a public 
outcry in Chinese media and a call for legislative and institutional reforms in scholarly and 
official circles.

Notwithstanding the numerous debates that have unfolded since, at the time of writing, 
the legal and administrative structure of pre-trial detention centres have remained unchanged. 
Thus, today these institutions continue to be governed by the MPS according to the now-
obsolete Regulations 1990. There are, however, reforms in the pipeline.

Below we discuss proposals for reform of pre-trial detention centres’ institutional powers  
and legislation that have been debated in particular since 2009. After a brief historical overview, 
we examine challenges and opportunities for reforms in this area of the criminal justice  
system. We also comment on the draft of the Criminal Detention Centres Law (Kanshousuo Fa)  
currently under scrutiny by the National People’s Congress (NPC).

Pre-trial detention centres prior to 2009

Before 1990

In China, pre-trial detention institutions have a relatively brief history associated primarily 
with modern and contemporary times. Pre-trial detention centres did not exist in imperial 
China. Historical records report that under the Qing Emperor Yongzheng (1678–1735), for 
the first time prisoners started to be organised between internal prison wards (nei jian) and 
external wards (wai jian). While sentenced inmates were locked in inner and more secluded 
sections, juveniles and criminal suspects waiting for trial were detained in the external wards 
(Cheng 2014, 24). Pre-trial detention centres were introduced into China only at the end of the 
Qing dynasty via Japan when, in 1906, emperor Guangxu (1871–1908) ordered the establish-
ment of pre-trial detention centres to detain criminal suspects awaiting trial (Zhongguo renmin 
daxue 1979, 152). In November that year and during the following year, the imperial legisla-
tive department (fawu bu) issued legislation imposing the establishment of pre-trial detention 
institutions attached to courts (Liu 2010; Wang 2007). Similar legislation was also issued 
locally with the aim of standardising the establishment and administration of such institutions 
as well as, in some localities, the living conditions of pre-trial detainees (Cheng 2014, 27).

In 1913, the distinction between two different institutions of detention – prisons and 
detention centres for the detention of persons awaiting or undergoing trial, offenders sen-
tenced to light sentence, and civil defendants – was formalised through the promulgation of 
two sets of rules concerning respectively pre-trial detention centres (28 January 1913) and 
prisons (1 December 1913) (Dikötter 2002).7 New rules on pre-trial detention centres and 
county prisons were passed in May 1919 (Commission on Extraterritoriality 1926; Dikötter 
2002, 3). Following the establishment of the Chinese Soviet Republic in November 1931, the 
Chinese Communist Party (CCP) opened a number of detention centres8 under the control of 
the Committees for the Elimination of Counter-Revolutionaries (sufan weiyuanhui).9 These 
were detaining criminal suspects awaiting trial, including suspects of counter-revolutionary 
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Pre-trial detention centres 97

crimes and general criminal cases. From 1929 up to 1934, the Central Executive Committee 
of Chinese Soviet Republic (Zhongyan Zhixing Weiyuanhui) created two different kinds of 
kanshousuo. First, it established institutions at the provincial, county and district level which 
detained criminal suspects awaiting trial and offenders sentenced to short-term imprison-
ment (offenders sentenced to long-term imprisonment were detained within reform through 
labour institutions (laodong ganghua yuan)). Secondly, on the basis of the Statute of the 
Chinese Soviet Republic Provisions Governing Punishment Counter-Revolution (Zhonghua 
Suwei Gongheguo Zhengzhi Fan Geming Tiaoli) 1934, it imposed the creation of detention 
centres responsible for the treatment of counter-revolutionary offenders (Zhang 2005, 18–19; 
English translations by Butler 1983 and Griffin 2015).

Soon after the founding of the PRC in 1949, all the laws and regulations that had governed 
China during the Nationalist period were dismantled and new laws and regulations promul-
gated instead. To regulate places of detention, in 1950 the Ministry of Justice (MoJ) and the 
MPS issued the Decisions on the Armed Protection of Prisons, Reform through Labour Team 
and Detention Centres (Guanyu Ge Ji Jianyu, Laogai Dui He Kanshousuo Wuzhuang Jiehu 
De Jueding) and, later that year, the Instructions for the Transferring of Prisons, Detention 
Centres and Reform through Labour Team to the Ministry of Public Security (Guanyu Jianyu, 
Kanshousuo He Laodong Gaizao Dui Yizhuan Gui Gong’An Bumen Lingdao De Zhishi). In 
different ways, these directives were aimed at centralising and regularising the control over 
places of detention. Accordingly, prisons, detention centres and reform through labour teams 
were transferred from the administration of the MoJ to the MPS.

Pursuant to the 1954 PRC Regulations for Reform Through Labour (Laodong Gaizao 
Tiaoli), detention centres were a ‘part of the people’s democratic dictatorship’ (Article 2) 
whose function was ‘to assume the responsibility for understanding the conditions of crimi-
nals awaiting sentence’. Inmates were given ‘thought reform’ (Article 4) and ‘reform through 
labour’ under the supervision of the ‘public security’ and were compelled to reform attitudes 
(Article 1). Mistreatment and corporal punishment were ‘strictly prohibited’ (Article 5). Under 
the Regulations for Reform Through Labour 1954, four main institutions were responsible for 
carrying out reform through labour: prisons and reform through labour camps were responsible 
for the detention of convicted detainees; detention centres were responsible for unconvicted 
detainees; and institutions for the detention of juvenile delinquents were responsible for the re-
education of juvenile offenders (Article 3). Until 1990, The Regulations for Reform Through 
Labour 1954 remained the main document of reference in regulating detention centres.

Pre-trial proceedings on detention and arrest were defined by the Regulations on Arrest 
and Detention (Daibu Juliu Tiaoli) 1954.10 The Regulations distinguish ‘detention’ (juyi or 
juliu) and ‘confinement in custody’ (jiya). Detention preceded the decision of arrest and 
was to be used by public security organs against a suspect without the prior approval of 
the procuratorate. The time limit for detention was 72 hours and the place of detention was 
unspecified. Confinement in custody followed arrest – subject to the approval of the procu-
ratorate or a decision by the people’s court – and continued from the time the defendant 
was investigated and tried up the time of execution of the sentence. Upon admission, crimi-
nal suspects were to be subjected to a health examination. People with ‘mental illness or 
acute or malignant contagious diseases, serious illness endangering the life of the offender 
while in custody, pregnant or childbirth six months or less before the time of commitment’ 
(Regulations for Reform Through Labour 1954, Article 37) might not be detained.11 Family 
members were to be informed of the reasons for arrest and the place of confinement, except 
in situations where this was seen as an obstacle to the investigation or there was no way to 
give notification (Regulations for Reform through Labour 1954, Article 4).
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98 Lei Cheng and Elisa Nesossi

On the whole, up until 1979, the history of detention centres, of their administration and 
legalisation, has been closely and explicitly interwoven with political objectives. In March 
1958, the representative of the MPS during the first National Conference on Pre-Trial Work 
proclaimed that the principle promoted for the detention work was ‘combining class strug-
gle and humanism’. Seven years later, during the Second National Conference on Pre-Trial 
Work, the MPS reiterated that the principle to be followed in pre-trial work was a ‘reso-
lute combination of class struggle and revolutionary humanism’. In July 1979, during the 
Third National Conference, the MPS promoted ‘a combination of closely guarding [sic] on 
detainees and thought education’ as its working principle and issued the Criminal Detention 
Centres Working System (Kanshousuo Gongzuo Tiaoli)12 – an internal document to be used 
to direct the administration of criminal detention centres (Zhang 2005, 9).

The year 1983 was marked by two main events of great significance to the institutional 
and legislative history of pre-trial detention centres. In 1983, the administration of reform 
through labour camps (laodong gaizao) (today’s prisons) passed under the jurisdiction of the 
MoJ (restored in 1979), while pre-trial detention centres, like institutions for administrative 
detention, remained under the control of the MPS. This signalled the key role that pre-trial 
detention centres would have had in facilitating pre-trial investigation by public security 
authorities on the basis of the then recently enacted CPL 1979. Furthermore, the start of the 
first ‘Strike Hard’ (yanda) campaign caused a dramatic increase of the detained population 
and a progressive deterioration of the conditions of places of detention,13 which forced the 
MPS to design a more specific regulatory system.

Taking the Criminal Detention Centres Working System 1979 as its point of reference, 
the MPS prepared the draft proposal of new regulations. In 1986, the MPS endorsed the 
proposal to the State Council, which approved it and inserted it into its legislative plan. In 
March 1988, after a process of consultation with local police authorities, members of the 
Supreme People’s Court (SPC), the Supreme People’s Procuratorate (SPP), the Ministry of 
State Security, the MoJ, the Ministry of Personnel and the Ministry of Finance, the MPS sent 
the final legislative proposal to the State Council, that approved it two years later (Yun 2000).

1990–2009

The Regulations 1990 is the first legislative document specifically promulgated to regulate the 
PRC’s pre-trial detention centres. It comprises 52 Articles organised in 11 Sections, includ-
ing the initial General Provisions (Articles 1–8) and final Supplementary Provisions (Articles 
45–52). The other nine Sections respectively include: detention procedures (Articles 9–15); 
professional duties of the detention centres’ police (Articles 16–18); procedures for interroga-
tion and escort of criminal suspect (Articles 19–21); detainees’ living and hygienic conditions  
(Articles 22–27); meetings and correspondence (Articles 28–32); education and prizes (Articles 
33–37); procedures upon release (Articles 38–40); supervision by the people’s procuratorate 
(Articles 41–42); and other miscellaneous regulations (Articles 43–46).

During the 1990s, following the enactment of the Regulations 1990 and the Methods of 
Implementation of the Regulations on Criminal Detention Centres (for Trial Implementation) 
(Kanshousuo Tiaoli De Shishi Banfa) 1991,14 the MPS issued more than 100 rules and 
notices aimed at regulating and standardising the system of administration and supervision 
of criminal detention centres. The SPP also issued a significant number of relevant rules and 
‘guidances’ (zhiding) to regulate related procuratorial work (Wang et al. 2014).

Notwithstanding the declared purpose of being custodial institutions, pre-trial detention cen-
tres have always also served as places for investigating criminal cases. Since 1955, the process 
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Pre-trial detention centres 99

of detention and investigation have been closely combined (zhen ya he yi tihua), with the same 
team of police officers being asked to both interrogate and guard detainees. At the stage of pre-
liminary inquiry (yushen), police officers with professional interrogation skills were responsible 
for interviewing suspects detained in pre-trial detention centres in order to prepare and compile 
the case evidence (CPL 1979, Article 3 and Section 2; CPL 1996, Article 90; 1979 MPS Rules 
on Preliminary Inquiry Work 1979). While this arrangement was meant to facilitate the process 
of evidence collection, it caused significant problems with the administration of pre-trial justice 
and the protection of detainees’ rights. Since detention served the primary purpose of crime 
investigation, detention officers were prone to authorising practices that could be regarded as 
dubious from a legal and rights perspective but that, from a crime control perspective, could 
facilitate results. Measures include prolonged interrogation and removal of detainees from deten-
tion centres for interrogation, extraction of confession through torture and other illegal means, 
and limited access of detainees to lawyers and the outside world (Cheng 2014; Xu 2006,19).

In July 1997, the administration of detention centres underwent a major change when the 
MPS abolished the preliminary inquiry procedure by police officers in most provinces and 
consolidated pre-trial investigation and inquiry into one departmental unit (zhenshen yi tihua) 
(Bao 1998; Yun 2005). This means that since 1998 detention centre police were no longer 
responsible for collecting evidence and, at least in theory, became a relatively independent 
team in charge only of the management of detention. However, given the past close working  
relations between the guarding and investigation teams and the continued control by the 
public security over detention centres, the MPS still required – albeit informally – detention 
authorities to act as ‘data tank of crime information’ (fanzui xinxi ku) (Cheng 2014, 106) 
and ‘second war location for cracking down on crime’ (daji xingshi fanzui di er zhanchang)  
(Chen and Cheng 2004, 2; Wang 2001, 21).15

In 2008, strengthening supervision of police stations (paichusuo) and detention centres 
and improving their legislative framework were listed among the priorities of criminal justice 
reform (Zhao 2010). In July 2008, the State Council issued regulations that formally defined 
the responsibility of the Bureau for the Management of Prison and Criminal Detention 
Centres over the management of pre-trial detention centres, pre-arrest detention centres 
(juliusuo), detention for education centres (shourong jiaoyu suo), forced drug detoxification 
centres (qiangzhi geli jiedusuo), drug recovery centres (jiedu fukang zhongxin) and mental 
health hospitals (ankang yiyuan) (Zhao 2010). Since then, most of the provinces, cities and 
local public security authorities have fully abolished their investigation department (yushen 
bumen) in detention and established specialised departments responsible for the profes-
sional direction of institutions of detention (jianguan bumen). These changes have impacted 
profoundly on the management of pre-trial detention centres by facilitating the separation 
between their detention and investigative functions (Cheng 2014).

The post-‘hide and seek’ era (2009–2014)

Notwithstanding the changes mentioned in the previous section, prior to 2009, pre-trial 
detention centres had been relatively understudied and little was known about this aspect 
of the Chinese criminal justice system. They had suffered from weak public scrutiny from 
Chinese policymakers and had generally been unfamiliar to both the scholarly community 
and the public. Two main issues have contributed to bring them into the spotlight: first, the 
‘hide and seek’ accident and the numerous other deaths in custody reported in Chinese media 
between 2009 and 2010 (China Daily 20 April 2009); and, secondly, the 2012 revision of the 
CPL1996 and the related debates.
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100 Lei Cheng and Elisa Nesossi

The ‘hide and seek’ effect

Poorly funded and managed, and regulated by largely obsolete legislation, pre-trial deten-
tion centres were already facing numerous challenges at the time when the ‘hide and seek’ 
accident occurred in a pre-trial detention centre in Yunnan Province in 2009. In February of 
that year, media reportage on the accident involving the death of a youth called Li Qiaoming 
in the Jinning detention centre projected the problems of criminal detention centres into the 
spotlight (Liu and Zhang 21 February 2009; Luo 27 February 2009). Indeed, between 2009 
and 2010, the Chinese national media reported more than ten other ‘unnatural deaths’, raising 
public indignation and fuelling intense debates (China Daily 20 April 2009). These accounts 
reported very difficult living conditions within detention centres, widespread violence and 
flawed management systems.

Public reports triggered discussions not only among the general public and legal scholars, 
but also among many of the public security authorities responsible for the administration of 
detention centres. The latter started to openly express their malcontent, admit their close links 
with the authorities responsible for crime investigation and acknowledge that pre-trial detention 
centres had always been a fairly marginalised institution within the entire system of criminal 
justice administration, fully subordinated to crime investigation authorities (Cheng 2014, 96).

The need to reform the system became formally recognised through official speeches 
by the then Minister of Public Security, Zhou Yongkang. Zhou asserted the importance of 
public scrutiny over pre-trial detention centres and the public security authorities. In his 
view, public scrutiny would have had positive implications on people’s perception about the 
government and the Party, and, as a result, would have had a positive impact on the mainte-
nance of social stability (Xinhua 21 August 2012; Nesossi 2014). The link between the issue 
of social instability and public discontent about governmental performance in the manage-
ment of detention became prominent just at the time when the need for social stability was 
identified by authorities as the Party’s most important political imperative (Nesossi 2014; 
Trevaskes et al. 2014). This assumed connection between social instability and adequate 
administration of detention centres precipitated the development of legislative and adminis-
trative reforms to pre-trial detention as a political priority (Cheng 2014, 97).

The reform agenda promoted by the MPS emphasised issues such as effective manage-
ment of budget and technical resources. It also stressed principles like transparency and 
accountability to be realised through adequate monitoring and supervision by the procurator-
ate and the wider public (Nesossi 2014).

In April 2009, the MPS and the SPP launched a five-month campaign to scrutinise the 
conditions of all the national criminal detention centres, aiming to strengthen internal and 
external supervision over them and improve the procedures for reporting accidents (Sui 
17 April 2009). In May, the MPS published Ten Regulations on Watching Against and 
Combating Bullying in Detention Centres and the Notice on Centralizing the Management of 
Women Detainees in Detention Centres (Kanshousuo Jizhongguanya Nuxing Zai Yarenyuan 
Tongzhi). A few months later, the MPS and the Ministry of Health promulgated the Notice 
on Strengthening and Promoting the Public Security and Supervisory Organs that Work 
on Medical Treatment and Health in Detention Centres (Guanyu Jiaqiang Kanshousuo 
Gonggong Weisheng Fuwu De Tongzhi). On 20 July 2009, the MPS issued the Opinion on 
Strengthening and Improving Pre-Trial Detention Centres’ Work (Gong’an Bu Guanyu Jin 
Yi Bu Gaijin Gong’an Jiguan Gongzuo De Yijian) and launched a series of related initiatives 
of reform. Two years later, the MPS issued the Notice on Pushing on Innovation of Pre-Trial 
Detention Centres’ Management (Gong’an Bu Jiansuo Guanliju Guanyu Tuijin Kanshousuo 
Guanli Jizhi Chuanxin De Tongzhi) requiring: the establishment of a detainee risk evaluation  
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Pre-trial detention centres 101

system to support differentiated security measures; the introduction of a psychological  
intervention system; the improvement of the procedures for the rights notification procedure 
to make detainees aware of their rights during detention; the revision of the detainee daily 
schedule to guarantee eight hours of rest time, two hours for outdoor activity, and more 
free time for entertainment, self-learning and broadcasting music; the creation of hotline 
telephone and online appointment system for lawyers; and finally, the strengthening of the 
system of supervision, including the opening of pre-trial detention centres to external moni-
toring (Ministry of Public Security 16 August 2011; Cheng 2014, 43; Nesossi 2014, 234–8).

To encourage detention authorities to adequately perform their required tasks, issues of 
security and the quality of work in pre-trial detention centres started to feature among the per-
formance indicators used to evaluate Party and government officials at different levels, as well 
as detention officers (Cheng 2014, 98–100). In this way, the quality of work in pre-trial deten-
tion centres (or lack thereof) could affect their career development and promotion. Moreover, 
according to the principle of ‘establishing responsibility’ (zeren zhuiqiu zhidu) for incidents and 
‘unnatural death’ in custody, individual officers and their superiors began to be held responsible 
for any of such accidents occurring in places of detention (Cheng 2014, 100–1).

Furthermore, since 2009, there have been numerous changes concerning human and finan-
cial resources of places of detention. This has meant an increase in the number of personnel 
allocated to detention institutions, a better and more regulated allocation of detention guards 
according to the size of the detention facility and the number of detainees, and an increase 
of funding from the Ministry of Finance (the amount of funding from public security still 
remains secret) (Cheng 2014, 103–5).

The 2012 revision of the Criminal Procedure Law

In the years 2009–2012, at the time when social stability was the key political imperative 
informing all criminal justice politics (Trevaskes at al. 2014), combating the extraction of 
confession of torture (xingxun bigong) and reforming the CPL 1996 were among the key 
topics debated by criminal justice scholars. Exposés of miscarriages of justice and deaths in 
custody demonstrated that detention authorities had often acquiesced to practices aimed at 
cracking a case (po’an) with direct consequences to the enjoyment of detainees’ rights to a 
fair trial. These cases led Chinese academics and lawyers to openly challenge the pervasive-
ness of pre-trial detention, the widespread abuses perpetrated against criminal suspects and 
defendants, their difficulty in accessing lawyers and the weaknesses in the existing system 
in relation to alternatives to detention (bail, for example). Scholars began advocating for 
specific changes to the management of the detention centres and their legislative frame-
work, inserting their arguments into wider debates concerning procedural justice and human 
rights (Nesossi 2012).

Thus, conforming to the spirit of promoting procedural guarantees and the respect of the 
rights of detainees, public security authorities responsible for detention were called to change 
their approach towards issues of detention and detainees. In this respect, Zhao Chunguang 
from the MPS claimed:

Detention authorities must comply strictly with the policy of respecting and protecting 
human rights, always keeping in mind the principles of ‘education, reform and rescue’ of 
detainees. They must change some old views that privilege only security at the expenses 
of human rights protection. Nobody can infringe against detainees’ rights. As detention 
police officers, if we infringe against the rights of detainees, we can become criminal 
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102 Lei Cheng and Elisa Nesossi

suspects as well. So, to conclude, we have the right to manage them, but we do not have 
the right to infringe against their rights (cited in Cheng 2014, 98).

In this spirit, torture prevention mechanisms were put in place in pre-trial detention centres, 
including routine physical examinations of detainees, 24x7 CCTV monitoring and recording 
systems, physically separated interrogation rooms16 and measures to prohibit interrogation 
practices which would impact on the routine schedule of meals and rest. In some detention 
centres, authorities experimented with new systems for informing detainees of their rights 
and attempted to strengthen the supervisory role of the on-site procuratorate (Nesossi 2012; 
see also Chapter 7 in this volume).

The final revision of the CPL in 2012 gave further momentum to the reformist debates 
as it introduced provisions guaranteeing improved access to lawyers and the prohibition of 
extraction of confession through torture. To facilitate detainees’ access to lawyers, Article 37  
of the amended Law specifies that meetings between a defence lawyer and a criminal suspect 
or defendant in custody have to be arranged within forty-eight hours from the time they are 
requested and should be unmonitored (even though the meaning of ‘unmonitored’ is left 
unspecified). Moreover, in order to discourage instances of torture happening prior to the 
admission into detention centres or in other interrogation places, the CPL 2012 requires 
the police to transfer suspects to pre-trial detention centres as soon as possible after their 
apprehension, but no later than twenty-four hours; and once the suspects are transferred into 
the pre-trial detention centres, they are to be questioned only in the designated rooms (CPL 
2012, Articles 83, 91 and 116).

An important issue resulting from the 2012 revision of the CPL that impacts on detention 
during pre-trial proceedings is the threshold imposed on arrest. The revised Article 79(1) 
provides that an individual may be arrested when he or she poses a risk to society manifested 
in any of a number of acts. These include committing a new crime involving endangering 
national security, public security or social order; destroying or forging evidence, for instance, 
interfering with the testimony of a witness or making a false confession in collusion; retali-
ating against a victim, an informant or accuser; or attempting to commit suicide or escape. 
Given the vagueness of these terms, a large number of actions by individuals can easily be 
construed as an arrestable offence. According to Cheng (2014), this has the potential to lead 
to an increase in the number of arrests and of detainees held in pre-trial detention centres.

MPS or MOJ? Regulations or law?

The two most controversial issues regarding the reforms of pre-trial detention centres  
concern the legislation governing pre-trial institutions and the organs responsible for their 
administration. The issue of control and administration of pre-trial detention centres, in 
particular, has proved extremely contentious, as it touches on the core interests and the 
powers of the very influential security authorities. As discussed in the previous section, 
the crux of the problem concerns the overlapping of functions between the authorities 
responsible for crime investigation and those responsible for detention, with the latter still 
being subordinate to the former. Since the early days, detention centres have been used as 
‘information centres’ for ascertaining the facts about criminal activities, a function that 
public security authorities are reluctant to relinquish.

While legal scholars have been involved in the relevant debates, their views are far from 
homogenous. Since the early 2000s, some have argued that the authority to administer pre-
trial detention centres should be transferred altogether from the MPS to the MoJ. This would 
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Pre-trial detention centres 103

guarantee a net separation between detention and investigation practices to ensure better 
protection of detainees’ rights and to bring China’s detention practices in line with relevant 
international standards and practices (Huang 26 March 2009). Others have supported the view 
that detention of individuals prior to the arrest in ‘pre-trial pre-arrest institutions’ (juliusuo)  
could be maintained under the control of the MPS, while the detention of criminal suspects 
following arrest and of sentenced offenders should operate through the prison system and 
administered by the MoJ (Cheng 2014, 111). Some scholars also support the view that 
pre-trial detention centres could be controlled by a third party, that is, an external body 
coordinated by the people’s government and the system of the people’s congress at vari-
ous levels. Such an arrangement would guarantee complete institutional independence and 
better allocation of funding. In fact, scholars argue that in view of the significant local 
discrepancies in terms of human, financial, medical and logistic resources, the administra-
tion of detention centres by the central governmental authorities would secure increased 
uniformity all throughout the country (Cheng 2014, 182).

In comparison to institutional reforms, legislative changes appear difficult but politically 
less contentious and, as such, more openly discussed among legal scholars and officials. Two 
main views have emerged. Some have been calling for a revision of the existing Regulations 
1990. They argue that a substantial rejuvenation of their language would bring them in line 
with more recent legislative documents including the Legislation Law (Lifa Fa) 2000,17 the 
Prison Law (Jianyu Fa) 1994 (as amended in 2012) and the CPL 2012. From an institutional 
perspective, this position would favour the MPS’ control over pre-trial detention institutions 
(Cheng 2014, 59). Others have suggested the issuing of a new law by the NPC Standing 
Committee (Jiang 24 February 2010; Chen 14 March 2011). This would indicate a substantial 
reform to the way pre-trial detention centres are regulated and administered. It would in fact 
promote a shift from a document that regulates the administrative aspect of detention and that 
is purely authority-centred, to a law that focuses on the protection of the rights of detainees 
and regulates the administration of detention accordingly (Cheng 2014).

The draft of the pre-trial detention centre law

The first official step towards legislative reform was taken in March 2000. At the time, the 
Bureau for the Management of Prison and Criminal Detention Centres established a small 
working group (gongzuo xiaozu) responsible for the amendment of the Regulations 1990. 
The group requested written suggestions from various departments in the public security, 
including the SPC, the SPP, the National Committee for Development and Reform, the 
Ministry of Finance, the Ministry of Health and the People’s Armed Police. Through a series 
of consultations, the small working group recommended the amendment of 29 Articles of the 
Regulations 1990 and an expansion of the text of the Regulations to include 100 Articles.

In 2008, the central government included reforms to the pre-trial detention legislation into 
its reform priorities (Cheng 2010). The following year, in the aftermath of the ‘hide and seek’ 
accident, scholars started to criticise more openly the Regulations 1990 and to advocate for 
the enactment of a Criminal Detention Centres Law in line with the obligations imposed by 
international standards and with the requirements of the Legislation Law 2000 (Cheng 2014). 
In March 2009, the NPC Double Meeting (lianghui) expressed support for the issuing of a 
new law and in 2011 the NPC sent a motion to the MPS and the State Council calling for the 
promulgation of a national level law (Chen 15 February 2012).

With the MPS concentrating primarily on changes to the management of detention centres 
and on issues impacting upon the recurrence of deaths in custody, reforms to the legislation 
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104 Lei Cheng and Elisa Nesossi

were considered less urgent. Thus, progress in this area was slow. It was only after December 
2013 that the MPS began to consult with the relevant departments (the central Political-Legal 
Committee, the SPC, the SPP, the MoJ, the People’s Armed Police, the Ministry of Finance, 
the State Committee for Development and Reforms, the State Committee for Family Planning 
and the Chinese Legal Studies Association) to produce a final draft of the legislation.

In 2014, the Legislative Working Committee of the NPC inserted the issuing of a Criminal 
Detention Centres Law in its five-year legislative plan, proposing five main objectives. 
Firstly, the new Law would bring pre-trial detention centre legislation in line with the revised 
CPL, to ‘maintain a unified legal system’ (weihu fazhi tongyi). Secondly, it would clarify 
the role and the relationship among the different authorities responsible for the administra-
tion of criminal proceedings, including detention and investigation. Thirdly, the new Law 
would promote the respect and protection of criminal suspects’ human and legal rights (hefa 
quanli). Fourthly, it would define in legal terms established practices and concepts related 
to detention. And, lastly, it would regulate and strengthen existing management practices in 
detention centres.

The draft Law, which, at the time of writing, is still under discussion, clarifies the insti-
tutional nature and the responsibility of pre-trial detention authorities. In this respect, it 
provides that pre-trial detention centres are state institutions for the criminal detention of 
unconvicted criminal suspects and defendants, prisoners whose remaining prison term is less 
than three months, and those sentenced to death awaiting execution. It also clarifies that these 
institutions are responsible for the smooth running of criminal proceedings, the prevention of 
crime and the respect and protection of human rights. These provisions suggest that it is the 
responsibility of detention centres to ensure that all detainees are safe, that they cannot flee 
and that they will participate in criminal proceedings in accordance with the law. In addition, 
it also suggests that authorities have the responsibility of ensuring that detention is carried 
out according to clear legal standards and that the rights of detainees are protected.

While pursuant to the draft, the MPS remains the key administering authority and the 
people’s procuratorate the main organ responsible for supervision of the police powers; 
the new law is also aimed at ensuring that investigative authorities, the procuratorate, the 
judiciary and the defence lawyers all exercise their procedural functions according to the 
CPL 2012. Even though it is not clearly spelled out in the draft legislation, commentators 
are hoping that, at least in principle, these reforms will involve a clearer distinction of func-
tions between the authorities responsible for detention and those carrying out investigation.

The draft also provides for increased institutional transparency; it promotes and strengthens 
the system of supervision by the procuratorate and favours mechanisms for ‘social supervi-
sion’ (shehui jiandu). However, it does not define clearly the meaning of the concept of ‘social 
supervision’ and, in particular, it does not offer guarantees for the functional independence 
of members of the society responsible for supervision. In addition, it does not spell out the 
relationship between social supervision and the existing system of procuratorial supervision.

Respect of the rights of detainees features as one of the primary objectives of the legisla-
tion. Thus, one of the main concepts informing practices of detention is the administration 
(guanli) and education (jiaoyu) of detainees in a ‘civilised’ (wenming) manner. Specifically, 
this implies the positive obligation of the management of detention centres to provide decent 
and safe living conditions to detainees and to guarantee their fair treatment. In principle, such 
an approach might urge authorities to be alerted to the possible ill-treatment of detainees and 
to take appropriate action whenever this occurs.

Healthy living conditions also require that, prior to the admission into detention centres, 
each detainee is to undergo a health examination. The purpose of this provision appears 
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Pre-trial detention centres 105

to be twofold. First, it is a way to ensure that detainees have not been mistreated prior to 
admission into detention facilities during interrogation in police stations, and eventually 
to establish the causes of eventual physical scars or other signs of violence. Secondly, a 
health examination reveals whether detainees’ physical conditions make them suitable for 
detention – the draft makes clear that very sick detainees and pregnant women18 cannot 
be detained and should be subject to measures that are an alternative to detention. Other 
Articles in the draft Law provide for the treatment of sick detainees, food allocation, rest 
timing, adequate hygiene conditions in detention areas and prohibit forced labour.19 Specific 
procedures are established to deal with instances of death in custody, that is, to understand 
their causes and establish who is responsible.

In view of the numerous instances of illegally prolonged pre-trial detentions that have 
been disclosed since the early 2000s, the Law regulates detention time limits and explicitly 
prohibits prolonged pre-trial detention (chaoqi jiya). It provides the procuratorate with the 
authority to amend instances of wrong or prolonged detention; however, it does not clearly 
specify the various avenues through which the procuratorate can actually take action in 
this respect.

Importantly, the draft Law defines conditions under which the questioning of detainees 
should take place. It provides that questioning should be conducted by at least two interroga-
tors within a designated room of the pre-trial detention centre, who should also be informed 
by detention authorities about meals and resting time. In average cases, interrogators may 
audio record or audio-video record the entire interrogation process; however, audio or audio-
video recording is compulsory only during interrogation of criminal suspects who may be 
sentenced to fixed term imprisonment, the death penalty or are involved in very serious cases. 
While recording has been considered an important tool to discourage illegal interrogation 
practices, the Law does not contain provisions concerning the treatment of such recording in 
relation to preserving, copying, tampering, modifying, erasing or publishing such material.

According to the draft, investigation authorities are still permitted to request interroga-
tion to be carried out external to pre-trial detention centres, and in these cases, physical 
examination of the criminal suspects is required at the time of re-admission into detention. 
If scars or any signs of physical violence are found on their bodies, doctors are requested to 
establish and record their causes; records should be signed by doctors, detention authorities 
and the criminal suspects or defendants themselves. While these provisions represent posi-
tive developments in discouraging practices of extraction of confession through torture, 
they are still problematic from a number of angles. First, they implicitly assume a close 
working relationship between detention and investigative authorities, without clarifying 
whether and on what grounds detention authorities may or may not authorise the removal 
of detainees from detention centres for interrogation purposes. Secondly, apart from the 
written recording of the physical conditions of criminal suspects and defendants upon re-
admission into detention centres, they do not provide for any other support or treatment for 
detainees who have been subject to violence during interrogation. Practices of psychologi-
cal violence are not taken into account. Thirdly, the provisions are not specific about the 
number of times of requests for removal from interrogation can be made, or on the length 
of removal times, or on the disclosure of the location of interrogation. Lastly, while the 
Law provides detainees with avenues to complain and it requires detention authorities to 
act promptly on such issues, it is not explicit about the avenues through which the suspect 
can complain about mistreatment outside detention areas. In addition, it does not specify 
what actions need to be taken by the authorities once complaints are filed and it does not 
explicitly prohibit repercussions against the complainant.
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106 Lei Cheng and Elisa Nesossi

While detainees should be informed of their rights, it remains unclear what specific rights 
they should be informed about and whether they should be also informed about possible avail-
able mechanisms to claim for their rights if these are violated. The section on ‘meritorious 
services’ – which explains good acts that can be performed by detainees – remains problem-
atic as well, as it links sentencing and rewarding of detainees to acts of revealing clues about 
criminal activities, once again strengthening the link between detention and investigation.

The draft Law also provides that interrogation of juveniles should be carried out in the 
presence of their legal representatives, a family member, school authority or a member of 
relevant local organisations. However, it would be advisable that the Law spelled out that 
minors should not be held in detention centres unless it is unavoidable, and in cases where it 
is unavoidable, there should be more specific guarantees concerning interrogation procedures.

The Law provides for segregation of juveniles from adult offenders as well as of women and 
other categories of particularly vulnerable (new arrivals or sex offenders, for example) or dan-
gerous detainees according to an established risk assessment mechanism (fengxian pingu zhidu). 
Given the circumstances that persons who are sentenced to death are transferred shortly before 
their execution to a detention centre, the draft Law should also pay special attention to their 
treatment. A special regime for prisoners who are awaiting execution is not included in the draft.

The draft Law provides detainees with access to their legal representatives, requesting 
detention authorities to arrange such meeting no later than forty-eight hours after the law-
yers have made their requests to the detention authorities. Detention authorities must pass 
requests by detainees to see a lawyer to the authorities responsible for handling the case 
within twenty-four hours. When involving state security-related cases, acts of terrorism and 
other particularly serious criminal circumstances, such meetings should be approved by the 
investigative authorities. Meetings should be unmonitored (bu bei jianting) and should take 
place in the lawyer’s meeting room (lüshi huijian shi). Notwithstanding these minimal guar-
antees, this part of the draft appears vague and problematic since it does not provide for details 
regarding the procedures by which detainees can request meetings with their legal represent-
atives and how to complain if such meetings are denied. While it refers to ‘meeting rules’ 
(huijian guiding) that lawyers need to respect, it does not explain their content, leaving the 
interpretation of this expression to the discretion of the detention authorities. Moreover, while 
the draft requests the establishment of legal aid stations in places of detention, it is silent in 
relation to their work or the procedures for their functioning, the mechanisms through which 
detainees can access them or their relationship with the detention authorities and the procu-
ratorate. Instead of directly contacting their lawyers to request a meeting, detainees have to 
forward their meeting requests through the pre-trial detention centres’ police. Arguably, this 
approach runs the risk of making detainees wary of initiating such meetings.

The draft Law conveys the impression that in criminal proceedings the investigative stage 
(zhencha jieduan) is still a delicate one and that the investigative authorities are eager to 
maintain overarching control over it. This manifests in provisions that prevent detainees from 
having any direct contact between themselves and the outside world. Contact with their fami-
lies, or diplomatic representatives in cases of foreign detainees, still needs to be authorised 
by the authorities responsible for the case and, if approved, supervised by such authorities.

Today, one of the problematic issues concerning the administration of pre-trial detention 
centres in the PRC is overcrowding and the lack of personal space for detainees in common 
cells. The draft Law, however, is silent in this respect. Indeed, to prevent overcrowding the 
Law should grant each detainee a minimum personal space quota (international standards 
request a minimum of a square meter per capita) and entitle detention centres managers to 
refuse admission of detainees above the formal capacity of the institution.
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Pre-trial detention centres 107

Finally, to ensure the protection of detainees’ rights and the adequate management of 
detention facilities, the draft Law should provide for a detailed allocation of funding. The 
MPS and the Ministry of Finance Notice on Further Strengthening the Financial Work 
of Pre-trial Detention Centres (Gong’an Guanyu Jin Yi Bu Jiaqiang Kanshousuo Jinfei 
Baozhang Gongzuo De Tongzhi) 2009 provides that finances should be divided into three 
main categories. Funds ought to be allocated for the construction and maintenance of the 
detention centres, for the administration of detainees and for public use (gong yong). The 
specific channels through which such funding is allocated ought to also be established. Such 
distribution would need to be reflected in the Law so that detention centre expenditure would 
count towards a jurisdictions’ annual governmental budget. This would impose less pressure 
on the individual pre-trial detention centres in the management of their finances and secure 
appropriate allocation for the management of detainees.

Conclusion

This chapter highlights both the opportunities and challenges to the process of reforming 
institutions administered by public security authorities that are deeply involved in the oper-
ationalisation of criminal justice politics, including fighting crime and maintaining social 
stability. It demonstrates how debates about legislative and institutional reforms may open 
windows of analysis into power relations, interests and values within institutions and society 
and how these relate to changes of the exercise of authority. Indeed, pre-trial detention in 
China is but one among the most evident examples where detention practices remain strictly 
interwoven with the development of penological ideas, political agendas and justice values. 
In this respect, the case of Chinese pre-trial detention centres brings to light the challenges 
faced in the process of disentangling practices of detention from those of investigation. This 
process would result from, as well as help to determine, a shift from a fighting crime men-
tality to a policing mindset that more fully respects the right to a fair trial, including rights 
protected in the pre-trial investigation process.

The chapter shows that scandals – the ‘hide and seek’ accident, for example – may contrib-
ute to the triggering of debates about reforms and the development of new sensibilities towards 
issues of criminality and detention. They may create social expectations for change and calls for 
reforms. Scandals are precipitous of change, but alone they are not sufficient factors that may 
lead to substantive legislative and institutional changes. This is especially the case in China 
today where institutional interests are at stake, as demonstrated by the debates surrounding the 
control over detention centres and over practices of detention and investigations.

In this context, a new legislative document such as the draft Criminal Detention Centre 
Law discussed in the body of this chapter would have the potential to contribute to standard-
ising such changes to institutional sensibilities, values and practice. The insertion of human 
rights protection in the draft is but one a clear example. Having said that, and notwithstanding 
the various voices from legal academia favouring the issuing of this legislative document in 
line with international human rights standards and calling for a transparent and consultative 
process, the current proposed legislation remains significantly MPS-oriented, driven by man-
agerial standards and by law enforcement imperatives rather than being aimed at genuinely 
protecting the rights of detainees. If enacted in this spirit of protecting institutional interests 
rather than individuals’ rights, the legislation might add little to the current Regulations 1990 
and will demoralise groups of scholars and lawyers who, over recent decades, have invested 
their energies in scrutinising different detention practices and legislation and in proposing 
possible ways forward.
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108 Lei Cheng and Elisa Nesossi

Notes

 1 The Chinese term kanshousuo may be translated as ‘pre-trial detention centre’, ‘criminal deten-
tion centre’ or ‘criminal pre-trial detention centre’. These translations point to at least two key 
features of the institution: first, its role in detaining criminal suspects during pre-trial proceedings 
(although, as the chapter demonstrates, criminal defendants undergoing trial and offenders may 
be also detained in such institutions); secondly, its distinction from administrative institutions of 
detention. Unless specified, in this chapter, we interchangeably use the Chinese term kanshousuo 
or its English translations ‘pre-trial detention centre’ and ‘criminal detention centre’.

 2 See also Article 15 of the Prison Law (Jianyu Fa) 1994 (as amended in 2012); Articles 83, 91 and 
253 of the Criminal Procedure Law (Xingshi Susong Fa) 2012.

 3 The MPS is organised in a number of functional bureaus to cover such areas as domestic public  
security, criminal investigation, intelligence, cyber-crime, public order administration, border 
control, exit and entry administration, fire control, public information network security supervi-
sion, penitentiary administration (excluding prisons), traffic control, legal affairs, international 
cooperation, logistics and finance, drug control, science and technology, counter-terrorism and 
info-communications. Railway, navigation, civil aviation, forestry and anti-smuggling public secu-
rity departments are under the dual leadership of their superior administration and the MPS.

 4 According to Article 5 of the Regulations 1990, state security bureaus may also administer kanshou-
suo at different levels, including provincial, autonomous region and municipalities directly under 
the central government. Detention centres at higher levels may also be established and administered 
by the authorities responsible for the railways, traffic, forestry and aviation.

 5 The system of ‘taking a guarantee and awaiting trial’ displays some similarities with the bail system 
in common law countries and is regulated by the CPL 2012 (Articles 64–72, 77, 79, 96–97, 165 and 
254). On the differences between bail and the Chinese measure of ‘taking a guarantee and awaiting 
trial’, see Sun (2007, 127–33), Song and Luo (2007, 25–30) and Nesossi (2012, 57).

 6 Residential surveillance is regulated by the CPL 2012 (Articles 64, 69, 72–79, 89, 96, 97 and 165).
 7 The rules on prison remained in force with a few modifications and various additions until 1949 

(Dikötter 2002, 67).
 8 Du (2004, 24) reports that in areas established by Communists in pre-1949 China, there were nearly 

150 criminal detention centres, 30 labour reform camps and 40 prisons where in total more than 
70,000 prisoners were detained.

 9 The Committee for the Elimination of Counter-Revolutionaries was formed in November 1927 as 
the coordinating organ for the elimination of the counter-revolutionary forces. According to Dutton 
(2005, 38), its method of action was based on a ‘form of rough populist revolutionary justice’ 
whereby the members of the Committee were ‘the investigators, prosecutors, judges, juries and 
goal-keepers’ (see also Griffin 2015).

10 A partial translation of the Regulations on Arrest and Detention 1954 and related material is offered 
in Cohen (1968, 360–68).

11  There is a slight discrepancy between Article 37 of the Regulations for Reform Through Labour 
1954 and Article 2 of the Regulations on Arrest and Detention 1954. While the former required 
criminal suspects in those circumstances ‘to be sent to a hospital, assigned to a guardian, or put in 
another appropriate place’, the latter Regulations required for the adoption of the measures of ‘tak-
ing a guarantee and awaiting trial’ or residential surveillance.

12 In 1962, the MPS released an earlier draft in trial form.
13 According to the data reported by the People’s Procuratorial Yearbook, during the years 1979–85 

the number of people arrested and detained notably increased. Wong’s (1997, 33–4) analysis of the 
data identified two main peaks: the years 1981–82 and the beginning of 1983.

14 The Methods of Implementation 1991 supplement the Regulations 1990. The two documents 
are very similar and the Methods of Implementation 1991 It includes 63 Articles organised in 11 
Sections.

15 See also Notice on Pre–Trial Detention Centres Continuing Discovering Crimes, Notice No. 14 of 
2004 (Gong’an Bu Jiansuo Guanli Ju Guanyu Gong’an Jianguan Bumen Shenru Kaizhang Zhenwa 
Fanzui Gongzuo You Guan Wenti De Tongzhi).

16 In these interrogation rooms, police officers shall be separated by iron fence from the detainees 
and cannot reach or touch them during questioning. Such room design is defined by the Pre–Trial 
Detention Centres Construction and Design Rules (Kanshousuo Jianzhu Jiansheji Guifan) 2000 
jointly issued by MPS and Ministry of Construction.
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Pre-trial detention centres 109

17 See in particular Articles 8 and 9 of the Legislation Law 2000, which provide that ‘only laws passed 
by the NPC or NPCSC may regulate coercive measures’ (Article 8) and that

the National People’s Congress or its Standing Committee has the power to make a decision to 
authorize the State Council to formulate, according to actual needs, administrative regulations 
first on part of those affairs, except for the affairs concerning criminal offences and their pun-
ishment, mandatory measures and penalties involving deprivation of citizens of their political 
rights or restriction of the freedom of their person, and the judicial system (Article 9).

18 Women whose babies are less than one week old are allowed to take their newborns in to detention 
places to allow for feeding.

19 The Law provides that detainees may choose whether to work within detention centres and, in this 
case, that they should be remunerated accordingly.
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